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Abstract
n four
The main objective of thhe paper is to aanalyze Kuwaait-India Trade in recent yearrs. The paper iis discussed in
wed by the profile of India. T
The third sectiion is
sections. In the first secttion, the profille of Kuwait is given follow
devoted too a review off Literature onn this topic. T
The fourth andd fifth sectionns deal with K
Kuwait-India Trade
T
Analysis aand Revealed Comparative
C
A
Advantage estim
mates respectivvely.
Keywordss: Kuwait, India, trade, Com
mparative Advaantage, Absolutte Advantage & Revealed Prreference
Section 1. Profile of Ku
uwait
ms of its econnomic, politicaal and demogra
aphic
In this secction, the varioous aspects off Kuwait are ooutlined in term
aspects.

Figure 1
Kuwait iss located in thhe Middle Eaast, borderingg the Persian Gulf, between Iraq and S
Saudi Arabia. It is
strategically located at the
t head of thhe Persian Gullf. It has a tottal area of 17,818 sq.km annd ranks 158 in
n the
world. It iis slightly smaaller than New
w Jersey in Unnited States. It is dry desert with intenselyy hot summerss and
short cool winters.
The naturaal resources arre petroleum, ffish, shrimp annd natural gas.. The Populatioon is 2,832,7776 and ranks 141 in
the world. Only 31.3 % are Kuwaiti aand the others are Arab, Asiaan, African annd others. The maximum (52
2.8%)
are in the age group 255-54 years. In addition, in all categories m
males exceed females exceppt for the grou
up 65
years and over. The popuulation growthh rate is 1.53%
% and there are 19.6 births annd 2.2 deaths pper 1000 population
respectivelly. The Healthh expenditures are 3% of GDP. Unemploym
ment is 14.6% for the ages 155-24.
Kuwait is a constitutionnal monarchy aand secured itts Independencce from UK oon June 19, 19961. Kuwait’s GDP
(purchasinng power paritty) is $301.1 bbillion and rannks 55 in the w
world. The GD
DP growth ratte is 2.5 % and
d per
capita incoome is $71,300. Agriculturee contributes only .4% to GD
DP whereas Inndustry contribbution and Services
contributioon are 59.6% and
a 40% respeectively. Fish is the main aggricultural prodduct and the m
major industrie
es are
Petroleum
m, Petrochemicals, cement,, shipbuildingg and repair,, water desaalination, foodd processing and
constructioon materials. The industriall production ggrowth rate is 1.6 %, the laabor force is 2.546 million,, and
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unemploym
ment rate is 3%
%.
Kuwait haas a current account
a
surpluus with exportts at $43.84 bbillion and impports $ 28.32 billion. The main
commoditiies exported are
a oil and reffined productss and fertilizerrs and its majjor exporting partners are South
S
Korea (14.8%), China (112.3%), Japan (10.6%), Indiaa (9.8%), USA
A (7.7%); Pakiistan (6%) andd Singapore (4..4%).
Kuwait im
mports food, coonstruction maaterials, vehiclees and parts annd clothing annd its main impporting partnerrs are
China (13.2%), USA 9.6%), Saudi A
Arabia (7.7 %),, Japan (6.5%), Germany (55.1%), France (4.3 %) and India
(4.3%). Inflation rate is 3.3%.
3
The econoomy of Kuwaait is geographically small but wealthy and relativelyy open econom
my with crud
de oil
reserves of about 102 biillion barrels ((more than 6%
% of world reseerves).I tis inteeresting to notte that after several
years of buudget surplus,, in 2015, Kuw
wait faced a deeficit .Howeveer the governm
ment has attem
mpted to reduce the
deficit by decreasing sppending on subbsidies on thee local populaation. By savinng annually 100% of government
revenue inn the Fund for Future .Generrations, the govvernment has ccushioned itseelf against the iimpact of lowe
er oil
prices. Because of uncerrtain political situation and poor business climate, the K
Kuwait econom
my was not ab
ble to
progress aas fast as it couuld. It was diffficult to attractt more investm
ment or boost tthe private secctor participation in
the econom
my. (World Facct Book 2017))
Section 2. Profile of Ind
dia
In this secttion the main aspects
a
of the IIndian econom
my and its dem
mographic aspeects are given.

Figure 2
India is em
merging as a regional
r
and gglobal power, ddespite severall problems succh as significaant overpopula
ation;
environmeental degradatiion; extensive poverty and widespread coorruption. Thee launch of economic reform
ms in
1991 and yyouthful popullation are the ttwo driving forrces for the rappid economic ggrowth of Indiia.
India is loccated in Southhern Asia bordeering the Arabbian Sea and thhe Bay of Benggal between Burma and Pakiistan.
It has a tootal area of 3,287,263
3
ssq.kkm with landd 2,973,193 sqq.km and wateer 314,070 sqq.km. It ranks 7 in
comparisoon to the worldd. It is slightly m
more than onee-third size of tthe United Stattes. (US)
The naturaal resources aree coal (fourth largest reservees in the worldd, iron ore, mannganese, mica,, bauxite, rare earth
elements, ttitanium ore, chromite,
c
natuural gas, diamoonds, petroleum
m, limestone aand arable landd. Agricultural land
is 60%; forest 23.1% andd other 16.4%..
world. The maaximum population
The Popullation of Indiaa is 1,266,8833,598 and secoond in comparrison to the w
(40.91%) iis in the age grroup 25-54 years with the leeast (6.09%) inn the 65 years aand over. In alll age groups males
m
outnumberred females exxcept for 65 yeears and over. T
The Populationn growth rate iis 1.19% with 19.3 births and 7.3
deaths perr 1000 populattion. The life eexpectancy at bbirth is 68.5 yeears and healthh expendituress are 4.7% of GDP.
G
Unfortunaately, accordingg to the estimaates in 2013, 22,118,100 peopple are living with HIV/AID
DS and ranks 3rd in
the world. Education exppenditure is 3.8% of GDP. Y
Youth unemployyment (15-24)) is 10.7%.
There are 29 States andd 7 Union Terrritories and Inndia got its Inndependence oon 15 August 1947 and bec
came
Republic oon 26 August 1950.The
1
legall system is com
mmon law based on the Engllish model; sepparate persona
al law
codes applly to Muslims,, Christians and Hindus.
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India has a diverse economy with traditional village farming, modern agriculture, handicrafts, a wide range of
modern industries and a multitude of services. However, the major source of economic growth is the service
sector, which accounts for nearly two thirds of the country’s output but employs less than one third of the labor
force. India is a major exporter of information technology services, business outsourcing services and software
workers. The average growth rate is nearly 7% per year for the period 1997-2016.Thi is due to the economic
liberalization measures such as industrial deregulation, privatization of state owned enterprises and reduce
controls on foreign trade and investment. India ranks 4th in GDP (purchasing power parity) which is $8.721
trillion and it ranks 7th in GDP real growth rate which is 7.26%.It ranks very low (159) in the world in terms of
GDP per capita which is $6700.Services account for 45.4 % of GDP followed by Industry (29.8%) and
agriculture (16.5%).The main agricultural products are: rice, wheat, oilseed, cotton, just, tea, sugarcane ,onions,
potatoes, dairy products ,sheep, goats, poultry, and fish. As for industries the main ones are textiles, chemicals,
food processing, steel, transportation equipment, cement mining, petroleum, machinery, software and
pharmaceuticals. India ranks 13 in the industrial production growth rate (7.4%).Labor force is 513 .7 million and
ranks 2nd in the world with 49 % in agriculture followed by services (31%) and industry (20%).Unemployment
rate is 8.4 % and 29.8% of population is below poverty line. It has a current account deficit with exports $271.6
billion and imports $402 billion. The main commodities exported are petroleum products, precious stones,
vehicles, machinery, iron and steel, chemicals, pharmaceutical products, cereals and apparel and the exporting
partners are USA (15.2%);UAE (11.4%) and Hong Kong (4.6%). The major commodities imported are crude oil,
precious stones, machinery, chemicals, fertilizer plastics, iron and steel and the import partners are China
(15.7%), Saudi Arabia (5.4%), and Switzerland (5.4%). USA (5.3%) and UAE (5.2%).Inflation rate is 5.6 %.
According to the World Fact Book, the outlook for India’s long-term growth is positive due to young population,
healthy savings and investment rates and increasing integration into the global economy. However, it faces
several challenges in terms of inefficient power generation and distribution system, ineffective enforcement of
intellectual property rights, inadequate transport and agricultural infrastructure etc. (World Fact Book 2017)
Section 3. Review of Literature
There are very few studies specific to the objectives of this study. However, a few studies that explored
India-Kuwait trade are outlined in this section.
Elahi and Rahman (2012) in their paper on India’s Trade Potential to Kuwait-Problems and Opportunities present
their study on the bilateral trade and economic cooperation between India and Kuwait; and export and import
items traded between India and Kuwait. In addition they analyzed the percentage change in export and import of
major oil and non-oil items, studied the problems and opportunities faced by India-Kuwait bilateral trade and
also suggested measures to overcome the problems and improve trade between India and Kuwait. The main
conclusion from their study is that there is wide scope for improving the trade and international relations
between these two countries. Their argument is that the concept of South-South Cooperation and a new
economic order is a novel one and which is applied to trade should also be extended to other sectors such as
transport and communication, industry and agricultural development etc. Both countries would benefit. They end
the article with the statement that “As regards to the nature and the extent of Indo-Kuwait trade after economic
reforms in India, it has it has achieved new dimensions irrespective of the fact that it constitutes only a small
percentage of their respective total exports and imports. Still it is significant that the volume of Indo-Kuwait
trade i.e. exports and imports have increased substantially during the last two decades and there exist greater
potentialities for it in future.”
Azhar (2014) presents a detailed study of the economic cooperation between India and Cooperation in his article.
The various aspects examined are bilateral trade inclusive of energy imports, Indian expatriate workers in
Kuwait and the inflow of remittances, Kuwait aid and prospective Kuwaiti investments.
RigiLadez and Khan (2014) analyze the bilateral trade between India and GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council)
countries for 10 years. Among other bilateral trade relations, they did examine the India- Kuwait trade. Their
comment was “Centuries ago the first country which established business with Kuwait was India but as other
countries started exporting goods to Kuwait then India lost its leading position. Cultural affinities, geographical
proximity, historical trade links and presence of a large number of Indian expatriate in Kuwait have all sustained
a long and strong relationship over the years.
Both the countries continued to make the trade relations stronger than before. While Kuwait discovered oil then
it started exporting oil and pharmaceutical products to India. The major items that are imported from India to
Kuwait are cereals, nuclear reactors, boilers, electrical machinery, meat and edible, articles of Iron or steel.
Currently, Kuwait is the second largest oil supplier to India from the GCC countries and meets about 10-12% of
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India’s ennergy need. Thhe bilateral traade between tthe two counttries was $727.38 million in 2004-05 an
nd in
2013-14, iit has steady increased
i
t0 $$18218.66milliion, which is a high growthh rate. (Brief on India – Ku
uwait
Trade and Economic Rellations, 2013) “
Their maiin conclusion is that the faast economic growth of Inddia and GCC countries maade them mutually
interdepenndence and thee bilateral tradee between the ttwo regions haas increased. K
Kuwait was Inddia’s largest tra
ading
partner ovver the period 2004-2005
2
to 22013-2014.UA
AE trade is decclining recentlly and if this ccontinues it is quite
likely that Kuwait will be
b India’s largeest trading parttner.
This revieew of Literaturre is a limitedd and concise one but reveaals the significance of India--Kuwait trade.. The
present reesearch focusees on Directioon and Compoosition of Inddia –Kuwait T
Trade and atteempts to get some
Revealed C
Comparative Advantage
A
Estiimates.
Trade
Section 4. Analysis of Kuwait-India
K
T
India has bbeen consistenntly among thhe top ten trading partners oof Kuwait. Thee relationship between India
a and
Kuwait arre traditionallyy warm, close and friendly. Over 8.2 lakhhs of Indians live in Kuwaiit and they are the
largest exppatriate commu
munity in Kuwaait. The table bbelow indicatees the extent oof bilateral tradde between the
e two
countries.
Table 3. Inndia-Kuwait Bilateral Trade F
FY 2011-12 too 2015-16 in U
US$ million
2011-20112

2012-20133

2013-2014

2014-2015

2015-2016

2016-17 (Apr-- Jan)

India’s Exxports to Kuwaiit

1,181.411

1,061.08

1,061.14

1,198.91

1,247.25

1,229.28

India’s Impports from Kuw
wait

16,439.664

16,588.133

17,153.55

13,381.97

4,962.33

3,491.30

Total

17,621.005

17,649.211

18,214.69

14,580.88

6,209.58

4,720.58

Source: M/oo Commerce & Industry, India
Note: Notee: POL imports accounted for US$ 15,731.388 million in the year 2011-12; US$ 15,737.466 million in the
e year
2012-13; U
US$ 16,121.81 million
m
in the yyear 2013-14; U
US$ 12,228.71 million in 2014-15; and US$ 4,052.24 million in
2015-16.

From the above table itt is seen Indiaa’s exports to Kuwait increeased consistenntly where Inddia’s imports from
Kuwait deecreased. The total
t
trade has declined over the years. How
wever, India haad a deficit in ttrade.
Below are two graphs shhowing the totaal value of Kuw
wait and Indiaa Merchandise Exports and Im
mports (2003-2013)
and also thhe Value of Coommercial Expports and imports (2003-20133).

Graph 4. Value
V
of Kuwaait & India Tottal Merchandisse Imports & E
Exports, 2003-2013
In the aboove graph 4, it
i is observed that India’s eexports and im
mports have inncreased overr the years and
d are
consistentlly higher thann Kuwait. For Kuwait, both exports and iimports are muuch lower thann Kuwait but have
also consisstently increassed. Kuwait haas enjoyed connsistently tradee surplus over theses years w
whereas India had
h a
consistentlly trade deficitt.
In the abovve Graph 5, itt is seen that foor India comm
mercial exportss and imports m
manifest an inncreasing trend
d. For
kuwait thee exports and imports
i
depictt a constant treend. While Inddia experienceed consstent deeficits from 20
005to
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2013, Kuw
wait had deficitt only from 20010.

Graph 5. Value of Kuw
wait & India C
Commercial Exxports & Imports, 2003 to 20013
Table 6. N
Non-Oil Bilaterral Trade. Indiaa-Kuwait Non--Oil Trade FY 2011-12 to 20015-16
2011--12

2012-133

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17 (Apr- Jan)

India’s E
Exports to Kuw
wait

1,1744.66

1,046.77

1,049.42

1,189.78

1,240.54

1,219.69

India’s Im
mports from Kuw
wait

708.226

850.677

1,031.74

1,153.26

910.09

797.59

Total

1,8822.92

1,897.44

2,081.16

2,343.04

2,150.63

2017.28

Source: Minnistry of Comm
merce & Industryy, India.

As seen fr
from the above Table 6, tottal non-oil bilateral trade beetween India and Kuwait ddecreased by about
a
-8.21%, i.e., from US$ 2,343.04 milllion in 2014-115 to US$ 2,150.63 million in 2015-16. M
Meanwhile, In
ndia’s
non-oil exxports to Kuw
wait are showinng a positive trend for the past few yearrs. Non-oil exxport from Ind
dia to
Kuwait inccreased by aboout 4%, i.e., froom US$ 1,1899.78 million in 2014-15 to US
S$ 1,240.54 m
million in 2015--16.

80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
-20.0%
-40.0%
-60.0%
-80.0%
-100.0%

India

Kuwait

World

G
Graph 7. Annuual % Change in Values of M
Merchandise Exxports for Indiia, Kuwait & thhe World
From Grapph 7 it is seeen that there aare great flucttauaions in thee Annual perccentage changges in the Valu
ue of
Merchandiise Trade for Kuwait
K
as com
mpard with Indiia and the Worrld for the periood 2003-2013..
In Graph 88, it is seen thaat World exporrt growth rates are higher forr the period 19980-2016 wherre as both India
a and
Kuwait exxhibited lower growth rates bbut an increasinng trend for m
most of the yearrs.
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Graph 8. Growth Rate of Total Export Values in Natural Logs for Kuwait, India & the World
In the next section, the estimates for Revealed Comparative Advantage will be presented and analyzed.
Section 5. Revealed Comparative Advantage for Kuwait-India Trade
Fuels
RCAij = ( Xij/Xi)

/ ( Xaj/Xa )

RCA index of Revealed Comparative Advantage
Xij = exports of product j from country i
Xi= total exports from country i
Xaj = total exports of product j from the world
Xa= total exports of the world.
The numerator is the share of good i in the exports of country s, while the denominator is the share of good i in
the exports of the world.
The following commodities were considered to estimate the RCA’s for Kuwait and India for the period
2006-2015.The results are presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2
Table 9. Comparative RCA's for Selected Export Sectors of Kuwait and India
Kuwait
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

India
Chemicals RCA

0.035
0.036
0.034
0.046
0.055
0.031
0.031
0.053
0.061
0.107

1.118
1.026
1.004
0.965
0.931
0.945
1.064
1.086
1.061
1.191
Ag Products RCA

0.035
0.036
0.034
0.046
0.055

1.319
1.352
1.316
1.062
1.153
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2012
2013
2014
2015
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

0.031
0.031
0.053
0.061
0.107
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1.261
1.572
1.557
1.456
1.389

Automotive Prods RCA
0.075
0.085
0.092
0.137
0.106
0.099
0.099
0.085
0.108
0.171

0.239
0.221
0.271
0.344
0.394
0.309
0.392
0.372
0.404
0.431

From Table 9, the RCA’s yielded higher values for India than Kuwait for the chemicals, Ag. Products and
Automotive products. The RCA’s for Kuwait have been increasing over the years for these three products. For
India, the RCA’s are much lower for automotive products.
Table 10. Comparative RCA's for selected Export Sectors of Kuwait and India
Kuwait
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

5.035
5.089
4.401
4.899
4.535
4.316
4.282
4.454
4.776
6.409
0.034
0.047
0.055
0.080
0.058
0.057
0.057
0.033
0.043
0.073
0.010
0.011
0.010
0.012
0.005
0.010
116

India
Fuels/Mining RCA
1.206
1.251
1.062
1.200
1.237
1.028
1.064
1.134
1.190
1.104
Machinery & Transport RCA
0.291
0.300
0.370
0.469
0.406
0.424
0.415
0.408
0.445
0.440
Textiles RCA
3.846
3.601
3.322
3.181
3.327
3.066

ass.ccsenet.org
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2012
2013
2014
2015

0.010
0.009
0.011
0.021
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3.278
3.371
3.364
3.567

As seen from Table 10, the RCA’s yielded higher values for India than Kuwait for the chemicals, Ag. Products
and Automotive products. The RCA’s for Kuwait have been increasing over the years for these three products.
For India, the RCA’s are much lower for automotive products.
Conclusions
The main theme of the paper is to analyze Kuwait –India Trade in recent years. In the first and second sections
the profiles of Kuwait and India are given respectively. From this section it is observed that the Economy of
Kuwait is geographically small but wealthy and relatively open economy with crude oil reserves of about 102
billion barrels (more than 6% of world reserves). It is interesting to note that after several years of budget surplus,
in 2015, Kuwait faced a deficit. However the government has attempted to reduce the deficit by decreasing
spending on subsidies on the local population. By saving annually 10% of government revenue in the Fund for
Future Generations, the government has cushioned itself against the impact of lower oil prices. Because of
uncertain political situation and poor business climate, the Kuwait economy was not able to progress as fast as it
could. It was difficult to attract more investment or boost the private sector participation in the economy. (World
Fact Book 2017)
According to the World Fact Book, the outlook for India’s long-term growth is positive due to young population,
healthy savings and investment rates and increasing integration into the global economy. However, it faces
several challenges in terms of inefficient power generation and distribution system, ineffective enforcement of
intellectual property rights, inadequate transport and agricultural infrastructure etc. (World Fact book 2017)
The table below gives the comparisons.
Table 11. Comparisons of Kuwait and India
Kuwait

India

Population

2,832,776

1,266,833.598

Age group (25-54 years)

52.8%

40.91%

GDP (PPP)

$301.1 billion

$8.721 trillion

Agriculture

.4%

16.5%

Industry

59.6%

29.8%

Services

40%

45.4% (2016 est)

Exports

$43.8 billion

$271.6 billion

Imports

$28.32 billion

$402 billion

Trade

Surplus

Deficit

Inflation

3.3%

5.6%

Unemployment

3%

8.4%

Exports to India/Kuwait

9.8%

Imports from India/Kuwait

4.3%

From the above table 11 it is seen that India is a major importing and exporting partner for Kuwait and hence it
was decided to examine the trade between these two countries although there is great disparity in the economy
size.
In the third section the Review of literature is given. Although the review is short and concise it is observed that,
none of the studies has analyzed Kuwait-India trade in terms of Revealed Comparative Advantage Analysis and
so the study was undertaken with this objective in mind.
In the fourth section the Analysis of Kuwait-India Trade is given. The following conclusions are given from the
various Tables and Graphs presented in Section 4.
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From Table 3 it is seen India’s exports to Kuwait increased consistently where India’s imports from Kuwait
decreased. The total trade has declined over the years. However, India had a deficit in trade.
Graph 4 reveals that that India’s exports and imports have increased over the years and are consistently higher
than Kuwait. For Kuwait, both exports and imports are much lower than Kuwait but have also consistently
increased. Kuwait has enjoyed consistently trade surplus over theses years whereas India had a consistently trade
deficit. From Graph 5 it is seen that for India commercial exports and imports manifest an increasing trend. For
kuwait the exports and imports depict a constant trend. While India experienced consstent deficits from 2005to
2013, Kuwait had deficit only from 2010.
From Table 6 Total non-oil bilateral trade between India and Kuwait decreased by about -8.21%, i.e., from
US$ 2,343.04 million in 2014-15 to US$ 2,150.63 million in 2015-16. Meanwhile, India’s non-oil exports to
Kuwait are showing a positive trend for the past few years. Non-oil export from India to Kuwait increased by
about 4%, i.e., from US$ 1,189.78 million in 2014-15 to US$ 1,240.54 million in 2015-16.
From Graph 7 it is seen that there are great fluctauaions in the annual percentage changes in the Value of
Merchandise Trade for Kuwait as compard with India and the World for the period 2003-2013. In Graph 8, it is
seen that World export growth rates are higher for the period 1980-2016 where as both India and Kuwait
exhibited lower growth rates but an increasing trend for most of the years.
In Section 5, the results from the Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) Analysis are presented. The
methodology is explained in detail in this section. Two tables are given in this section and the commodities for
which RCA’s are estimated are Chemicals, Ag Products, Automotive Products, Fuels/Mining, Machinery &
Transport and Textiles and the period selected is 2006-2015.The choice of the commodities and the period are
dictated by availability of data.
From Table 9 it is seen The RCA’s yielded higher values for India than Kuwait for the chemicals, Ag. Products
and Automotive products. The RCA’s for Kuwait have been increasing over the years for these three products.
For India, the RCA’s are much lower for automotive products.
From Table 10, the RCA’s yielded higher values for India than Kuwait for the chemicals, Ag. Products and
Automotive products. The RCA’s for Kuwait have been increasing over the years for these three products. For
India, the RCA’s are much lower for automotive products.
The main overall conclusion from the Analysis is that there is great scope for future trade between Kuwait and
India and it would be mutually beneficial due to the proximity of the countries geographically and to a certain
extent culturally too.
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